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from the bench…perhaps better, but I’m not the
world’s best shot, as my shooting buddies will
readily attest.
Para’s Gun Rights PXT P14•45 comes with a
pair of 14-round stainless steel magazines and
nice array of extras, including a bushing wrench,
extra red and green fiber optic pipes, hex wrenches for the rear sight
and grip screws, and
the obligatory cable
lock. You also get a
coupon that entitles
you to a $10 discount
on your NRA membership. MSRP for this pistol is $1125, but the
folks at Para informed
me that most dealers
will be selling the Gun
Rights pistols at considerably below recommended retail.
The same day that I
received the Gun
Rights PXT P14•45 for
review, I got some very
sad news. Ted Szabo, president of Para and gifted
technical innovator, passed away suddenly at the
age of 60. Ted’s accomplishments included Para’s
high-capacity frame and magazine, Para’s exclusive LDA trigger system and the Power Extractor.
Other innovative designs are still under development. But above all, Ted was a passionate defender
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of gun rights. Having fled Hungary with his family after the Soviet tanks rolled into Budapest, Ted
knew from bitter experience that an unarmed
populace was an invitation to tyranny. Realizing
the challenges that face our gun rights as we
approach 2008, Ted devised the concept of the
Gun Rights pistols, offering both a significant
value and a means of
making a needed contribution to NRA-ILA.
As a gun owner,
you know the importance of our Second
Amendment rights.
And today, those rights
are under vicious
attack as never before.
Our enemies in Washington have the votes
to do terrible damage
to our First Freedom,
and we cannot sit back
and let them have their
way. Both the singlestack and the highcapacity Para Gun
Rights pistols are one means to defend our
rights. We have to let our elected representatives
– who often forget that they are our tax-supported servants – understand in no uncertain terms
that we legally armed Americans will not accept
any abridgement of the God-given rights that our
D
Founding Fathers fought so hard to secure.

“Ted was a passionate defender
of gun rights. Having fled
Hungary with his family after the
Soviet tanks rolled into Budapest,
Ted knew from bitter experience
that an unarmed populace was
an invitation to tyranny.”
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